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Chapter 4. The Decisive Battle – Saturday, 25 May 
 

As night fell over Calais, a degree of calm fell over the defenders, however, all knew that this was 

the calm before the storm the next morning.  At midnight, H.M.S. Verity, a destroyer entered the 

harbour.  Vice Admiral Sir James SOMERVILLE was aboard, and he came ashore to meet with 

NICHOLSON.  Later he reported that ‘NICHOLSON is tired, but in no way windy.  His two chief 

anxieties are mortar ammunition and the need for artillery.’  SOMERVILLE telephoned the War Office 

and gave them a situation report. 

 

In his report, SOMERVILLE stated that only three tanks were still in action, but that overall casualties 

were not serious.  Some wounded were loaded onto the destroyer during his visit for evacuation.  

He repeated the requests for artillery and mortar ammunition, although neither were actioned.  He 

also stated that there was no immediate thought of evacuation.  H.M.S. Verity also landed a party 

of Royal Marines.  This party was part of a group of Royal Marines from Chatham, who were having 

an eventful time.  On Sunday, 12 May, some of them were sent to the Hook of Holland to help 

defend the quayside.  They spent four days there before returning to Chatham.  Another party was 

sent to Boulogne where they spent two days ashore before being withdrawn. 

 

The orders came on the afternoon of Friday, 24 May, to send another party, this time to Calais.  

Twenty-five-year-old Captain G. W. A. COURTICE, who had been second-in-command of the 

Boulogne party was designated to lead this party.  Two platoons of Royal Marines, a Vickers machine 

gun section and a signal section were assembled.  A doctor, Lieutenant WAIND from the Royal Navy 

and his medical orderly also embarked.  The total party comprised four officers and eighty-one men.  

Some were raw recruits, others being seasoned Marines.  Some were still dressed in their formal 

Blue uniform they wore in barracks.  On their arrival in Calais, the party was sent to the Citadel.  The 

Vickers machine guns were placed on the top floor of the barrack block. 

 

Most of the Royal Marines were part of a squad that had passed out as the King’s Squad at Chatham 

on 2 December 1939, meaning that they were the top squadron of that year under training at 

Chatham.  They had then trained in naval gunnery at Chatham, learning to fire the 3.7” and 12” inch 

guns fitted to Royal Navy warships.  This squad then waited at Chatham to be drafted to Royal Navy 

ships, and while they were waiting, they completed a Vickers machine gun course, a Bren gun course 

and undertook some bayonet fighting and defence.  The Royal Marines were formed into three 

watches, Red, White, and Blue.  They were hurriedly sent to Boulogne, which was a baptism of fire 

for the young marines, many of whom were aged only seventeen years.  They were sent to Boulogne 

to support the harbour demolitions team, and to provide some defence for the harbour. 
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The Royal Marines assisted in organizing the evacuation from Boulogne, had had to put some order 

into the soldiers waiting to be embarked.  The soldiers were formed into rows, and the embarkation 

proceeded smoothly.  The squad made it back to Chatham, but the following weekend, they were 

sent to Calais for the same purposes as they had deployed at Boulogne.  After Boulogne, Blue Watch 

were coming off leave, White Watch were on coastal defence, and Red Watch were due to go on 

leave.  Because Red Watch were readily available, they were the ones destined to go to Calais. 

 

The Royal Marines that fought at Calais included Captain COURTIS, Lieutenant BRUCE, Lieutenant 

HUNTER, and the Machine Gun Officer, Lieutenant SCOTT.  The senior non-commissioned officers 

were Colour Sergeant REID and Sergeant MITCHELL.  The junior non-commissioned officers were 

Corporal HARPER and Lance Corporal O’FARRAN.  A section under Colour Sergeant REID were 

deployed to the Citadel, armed with a Vickers machine gun.  Another Vickers was deployed nearby, 

the crew of No. 2 Gun later being killed, possibly by a bomb dropped by a German Stuka. 

 

NICHOLSON was pleased with how the withdrawal to the inner perimeter had been accomplished.  

His plan was for the perimeter to collapse as the troops were evacuated.  The reality on the ground 

was not as clear-cut.  As the men of the 2nd K.R.R.C. fell back, the companies became intermingled 

and vehicles were abandoned at various locations.  The company and platoon commanders of the 

2nd K.R.R.C. began to gather their men together and regain a degree of cohesion within the battalion.  

They occupied some houses and those that could rested.  The 3rd R.T.R. was left with only three 

cruiser tanks and four light tanks.  The tanks were distributed around the garrison to provide support 

to the infantry.  Initial plans to reconnoitre and, if possible, reoccupy the outer perimeter, but this 

was soon found to be impractical. 

 

‘B’ Company of the Q.V.R. and ‘C’ Company of the 2nd K.R.R.C. stood to at 03.15 hours on the eastern 

flank of the perimeter.  The Citadel was on the left of their position, with the Bastion 11 to the right 

and Fort Risban behind that.  The Germans had stopped shelling at about midnight, and presumable 

had a rest, which allowed the 2nd Bn. K.R.R.C. to try to improve their positions.  At 07.00 hours, the 

shelling commenced, with shells landing in the H.Q. of ‘C’ Company and the vehicle park. 

No. 9 Platoon was deployed with one section covering a gap where the railway ran through into the 

town, another was covering the main road, and the third was in reserve.  Behind them, Platoon 

Serjeant Major SIMPSON had set up the company’s only 3” mortar, and he was ordered to fire on 

some oil tanks to deny their use to the enemy.  P.S.M. SIMPSON began ranging on the target, but 

this only brought retaliation in the form of concentrated shelling from German artillery.  Serjeant 

CORRIE and a few other men were caught out in the open, and they were killed in the shelling.  

Several other men were injured, and some ambulances were brought up to remove the wounded 

back to the Regimental Aid Post located in the town.  The mortar position was hit, and they ceased 

firing having sustained casualties. 
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The position of the British troops was complicated by the presence of many French civilians and 

refugees in the locality.  They were fleeing the advancing Germans, but increasingly had nowhere 

to go.  7 Platoon of the Q.V.R. held Bastion 11 until midday when the French took over again and 

the platoon moved back to provide some cover.  ‘B’ Company of the 2nd K.R.R.C. took up defensive 

positions to guard crossings of the canal in the locality of La Place Norvege.  The men constructed 

barricades and reinforced the houses with whatever they could find.  Rations and cigarettes were 

brought up for the troops. 

 

The 1st Bn. The Rifle Brigade stood to at 03.50 hours on Saturday, 25 May.  Major BRUSH had 

patrolled the Rue Gambetta at about 05.30 hours, and he found no evidence of enemy activity.  

Major PEEL reported little activity on the eastern side of the perimeter, and so patrols were sent 

out, but these soon met enemy opposition.  At 07.00 hours, German troops were reported again on 

the Rue Gambetta, and sniping commenced on the western side of the canal.  A 3” mortar, under 

Corporal BLACKMAN, engaged the Germans on Rue Gambetta, and then at 08.00 hours, Major 

BRUSH was shot through the throat by a sniper.  He could not be evacuated until 10.00 hours, when 

Major John TAYLOR arrived to take over command of ‘I’ Company. 

 

The morning opened with a new German assault on the line of the canal.  In the Military Hospital, 

the wounded lay awaiting their fate.  Major TROTTER who had been wounded in the throat got up, 

dressed and went back out to resume command of ‘A’ Company of the 2nd K.R.R.C..  Major BRUSH 

went off on a reconnaissance along the Canal de Calais.  He found the area quiet.  The Germans 

were however moving in along the line of the Boulevard Leon Gambetta, and about 08.00 hours, 

they seized the Hotel de Ville (town hall) and hoisted the swastika on the clock tower.  The telephone 

line with London was cut, so the brigade had to rely on radio communication only. 

 

At about 11.00 hours, a cruiser tank commanded by twenty-five-year-old Lieutenant 62818 James 

Richard LYDDON was operating in support of ‘I’ Company of the Rifle Brigade.  It forced a roadblock 

while under intense anti-tank fire, thereby allowing some light tanks and the infantry to pass 

through.  The tank was hit twice by a German anti-tank gun at close range, and it caught fire.  Three 

of the crew were killed instantly, but the badly burned driver managed to extract the tank and bring 

it back to the sand dunes.  The remains of the crew were removed from the tank later.  Lieutenant 

LYDDON is buried in Plot P, Grave 16 of the Calais Southern Cemetery.  He was married and came 

from Dartford in Kent.  Lieutenant Colonel KELLER recommended him for the award of the Military 

Cross, but because he was killed in action, he was Mentioned in Dispatches instead. 

 

The other members of the regiment who died that day, which must include the other crew of the 

tank, who were:1 

• 6283051 Sergeant George Henry Jonathan CHENEY, aged twenty-eight years buried in Plot 

N, Grave 25 of the Calais Southern Cemetery, 

 
1 Apart from being a cruiser tank, it is not known whether it was an A9 tank (with a crew of six), or more likely an A13 
with a crew of four.  Corporal GIRTLEY is likely to have been one of the other crew members of the tank, but who were 
the others is not confirmed.  It is possible that Sergeant CHENEY was killed separately. 
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• 7885456 Corporal Douglas William Henry GIRTLEY aged twenty-three years, buried in Plot P, 

Grave 15 in the Calais Southern Cemetery, 

• 7893872 Trooper John Edward PRICE aged twenty-four years, buried in Plot M, Grave 4 of 

the Calais Southern Cemetery, 

• 3186491 Trooper John McMAHON, aged twenty-seven years, commemorated on Column 5 

of the Dunkirk Memorial. 

 

At about 10.00 hours, the Quarter-Master of the 1st Q.V.R., fifty-year-old 71561 Lieutenant Frederick 

TRENDALL was killed.  He was driving a car in company with Regimental Quarter-Master Sergeant 

HARBERT to collect rations when it was hit by shellfire.  He is buried in Plot K, Grave 1 at the Calais 

Southern Cemetery. 

 

The German 69th Rifle Regiment was making steady progress into Calais, but a report from the 

regiment at 10.00 hours to state that ‘Calais was taken’ proved to be over optimistic.  They found 

that the Allies were still holding Fort Risban, the Citadel and the area around them.  The Mayor of 

Calais, Monsieur Andre GERSHELL was captured at the town hall, so the German divisional 

commander, General SCHAAL sent the Mayor and an interpreter to speak with NICHOLSON to ask 

the British and French forces still resisting to surrender.2  When asked to consider surrendering, 

NICHOLSON replied brusquely “Surrender!  If the Germans want Calais they will have to fight for it.”  

The British imprisoned GERSHELL in the Post Office until he released by the Germans on 26 May. 

 

A lull had descended on Calais as the negotiations took place, but now the artillery bombardment 

opened again.  The main targets were the Citadel and Fort Risban.  Having gained the Town Hall, the 

Germans now had good observation over the whole of Calais Nord.  ‘I’ Company of the Rifle Brigade 

were constantly subject to mortar fire along the Canal de Marck that caused several casualties.  

Major John TAYLOR had taken over command of this company from the wounded Major BRUSH. 

 

The German 86th Rifle Regiment was brought in to attack from along the Sangatte road towards Fort 

Risban and the Citadel.  As the pressure tightened, at about 14.00 hours, Brigadier NICHOLSON 

received a signal from Sir Anthony EDEN, Secretary of State for War which read: 

 

Secretary of State to Brigadier NICHOLSON: Defence of Calais to the utmost is of highest 

importance to our country as symbolising our continued co-operation with France.  The eyes 

of the empire are upon the defence of Calais and H.M. Government are confident you and 

your gallant regiments will perform an exploit worthy of the British name. 

 

The framework of this message originated in a letter from Winston CHURCHILL to General IRONSIDE 

on 25 May.  How the senior officers at Calais received this message is not known, but it condemned 

them to be sacrificed. 

 
2 GERSHELL was Jewish.  He was later arrested by the Gestapo and sent to a concentration camp where he sadly died. 
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As the Mayor of Calais did not return, General SCHAAL sent one of his own officers together with a 

French Captaine and Belgian soldier to the Pont Georges Cinq under cover of a white flag.  This took 

place at about 15.00 hours.  They were met and taken to the entrance to the Citadel.  During this 

period, there was a lull in fighting.  The German officer, Lieutenant HOFFMANN saw Brigadier 

NICHOLSON who wrote out his reply as “The answer is no, as it is the British Army’s duty to fight as 

well as it is the German’s.”  NICHOLSON also decided to keep the French officer and Belgian soldier 

under guard, but Lieutenant HOFFMANN was allowed to return. 

 

General SCHAAL was frustrated with the reply, and immediately ordered a major attack to capture 

Calais that evening.  HOSKYNS ordered his troops on the eastern flank of the defences to strengthen 

their positions.  Some of the Royal Marines moved during this lull to the eastern side of the defences.  

‘I’ Company was particularly under threat, and HOSKYNS made arrangements to support them. 

 

A heavy artillery bombardment then fell on the positions of the Rifle Brigade and Q.V.R. manning 

the eastern side of the perimeter.  The 69th Rifle Regiment attacked and soon forced ‘I’ Company 

out of its positions along the Canal de Marck. 

 

Fierce street to street fighting developed as the Germans entered the old town of Calais.  Grenades 

and bayonets were the order of the day, but the scale of the resistance surprised the Germans.  

Major TAYLOR was wounded, and found that he only had thirty men left, so he withdrew up the 

side of the Bassin Carnot.  Some platoons were left isolated.  Platoon Sergeant Major STEVENS was 

left with sixteen men off the Rue Mollien.  They hid in houses for two weeks after the battle ended 

until forced to surrender due to lack of food.  Two platoons of ‘C’ Company sent to assist were also 

cut off, but they held some houses along the Canal de Calais until the end of the battle. 

 

Throughout the morning, enemy pressure mounted against the southern face of the perimeter, and 

Second Lieutenant CLAY, a Liaison Officer, took a situation report from the 1st Bn. The Rifle Brigade 

back to the Brigade H.Q. for the attention of Brigadier NICHOLSON.  The French also intercepted a 

message between German units stating that their attacks on the southern flank had failed, so they 

were now going to concentrate their attacks from the west.  Brigadier NICHOLSON decided to 

attempt a distraction by attacking the enemy from the eastern flank, and at 13.00 hours, Second 

Lieutenant CLAY returned to the battalion, accompanied with Colonel HOLLAND, with orders for 

Lieutenant Colonel HOSKYNS to take a mobile column of armoured fighting vehicles, and two 

platoons of infantry, through the perimeter near the Bassin des Chasses, and to sweep around to 

attack the right flank of the enemy.  The problem for HOSKYNS was that the fighting on Friday had 

drawn in all of his reserves, except for two platoons from ‘C’ Company.  HOSKYNS objected as this 

meant weakening his already stretched defences.  Lieutenant Colonel HOSKYNS made a formal and 

energetic protest to Colonel HOLLAND, but he rejected this and so preparations were begun to 

gather the necessary troops.  He is reported as stating, “I have my order, but I will not be responsible 

for the consequences.”  Despite his concerns, Lieutenant Colonel HOSKYNS decided to lead the 

column himself.  HOSKYNS decided to move the battalion headquarters back to some trenches near 

Bastion 1. 
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It was hoped that the operation would commence at 14.30 hours, and so the Adjutant (Captain 

ACTON) made a personal reconnaissance of the route to be taken along the southern edge of the 

Bassin des Chasses.  He found that this route was impractical, and so when he returned, all the 

vehicles had to be turned around on a narrow road, which was now under enemy artillery and 

mortar fire.  During this period, Second Lieutenant ROLT was engaged in collecting Second 

Lieutenant SANDERSON and his carriers from ‘I’ Company’s positions, when they became involved 

in fighting in the streets behind the main position with German troops who had infiltrated into the 

town.  He found three light tanks from 3rd R.T.R., and together they drove the Germans away and 

cleared the street, inflicting several casualties on the enemy. 

 

Apparently, in late morning, Lieutenant DUNCANSON shot down a German reconnaissance aircraft 

with a Bren Gun in Alagi area.   Lieutenant Colonel HOSKYNS sent Major KNOLLYS with his company, 

less two platoons, on foot along the dunes to the eastern end of the Bassin des Chasses.  It was now 

accepted that it was impractical to take wheeled vehicles through the heavy sand, and so Lieutenant 

Colonel HOSKYNS spoke with Brigadier NICHOLSON and gained his permission to cancel the 

operation.  The issue was that there were repercussions from this attempted operation, as troops 

had been withdrawn from the defensive perimeter to support the operation, and the battalions 

commanding officer and his headquarters had been distracted from organising the defensive 

perimeter against renewed enemy probing and attacks. 

 

The battalion’s Second-in-Command was left to organise another back-stop position behind ‘b’ 

Company’s main roadblock, using troops from Headquarters, ‘B’ Company (with one Bren gun), the 

H.Q. and one Company of the Q.V.R., the remnants of an anti-aircraft battery armed with rifles only, 

about thirty men from a searchlight battery, and elements of the Rear Brigade H.Q.  By 15.00 hours, 

the Germans had succeeded in breaking though the forwards positions in two places, and they 

began working their way through the streets behind the platoons still holding the front line.  The 

battle was now a series of unconnected, desperate, close-quarter urban street fighting.  During this 

period, at about 15.30 hours, Major TAYLOR reached the battalion headquarters and requested 

support from HOSKYNS.  As they were talking, a salvo of shells landed on the trenches.  TAYLOR was 

wounded for a second time, and HOSKYNS seriously injured.  He was struck in his side by a shell 

splinter.  77698 Second Lieutenant David Ramsay SLADEN was killed, probably in the same 

bombardment.  Twenty-one-year-old SLADEN was the son of Brigadier-General David Ramsay 

SLADEN, C.M.G., D.S.O., and Isabel SLADEN, of Rhydoldog, Radnorshire, and he is now buried in Plot 

L., Grave 1 of the Calais Southern Cemetery. 

 

During this confused period of fighting, the 1st Bn. The Rifle Brigade lost three more officers.  

6908671 Platoon Serjeant Major (Warrant Officer Class III) Ivan John WILLIAMS was a platoon 

commander in ‘A’ Company, and he died defending the junction between the 1st Bn. The Rifle 

Brigade and the 2nd K.R.R.C..  A pre-war Regular Army soldier, thirty-eight-year-old P.S.M. WILLIAMS 

was an experienced soldier, and he is buried in Plot N. Grave 5 of the Calais Southern Cemetery.  He 

was the son of Robert and Margaret WILLIAMS, and the husband to Florence Amy WILLIAMS, with 

whom he lived in Winchester, the Depot of the Rifle Brigade. 
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The Second-in-Command of ‘I’ Company, 89505 Adrian John Bates VAN De WEYER, also lost his life 

at this same location at about the same time.  VAN De WEYER was aged just twenty years when he 

died, and he was the son of William John Bates and Olive Elizabeth VAN De WEYER, who came from 

Dorchester, Dorset.  He is buried in Plot K, Grave 2 of the Calais Southern Cemetery.  Such is the 

confusion of war, that another platoon commander from ‘I’ Company died at around the same time, 

and in the same area as the other two officers, but the circumstances of his death are unknown.  

Thirty-six-year-old 117303 Second Lieutenant George Ambler THOMAS was the son of Frank and 

Kathleen THOMAS, and the husband to Marjorie Mallinson THOMAS, of Kensington, London.  He is 

buried in Plot N., Grave 3 at the Calais Southern Cemetery. 

 

The injury to HOSKYNS meant the end of any possible counter-attack, and the battalion 

headquarters of the 1st Bn. The Rifle Brigade was badly disrupted, and it never really functioned 

properly again during the battle.  Command of the battalion fell on Major ALLAN, who was now 

forward with the troops.  Major BRUSH discharged himself and walked back through the town to his 

company.  He found Major ALLAN and resumed command of his company.  His company only 

comprised Second Lieutenant BIRD and fifteen men, with the rest out of touch. 

 

As his party moved forward to find the remainder of the battalion, they were amazed to see a French 

lorry driving towards them being fired upon by the Germans.  The lorry was driven by a Belgian with 

Corporal LANE sat beside him pointing a gun to his head.  The lorry was loaded with many seriously 

wounded men.  As the lorry approached Major BRUSH the driver was shot.  The wounded who could 

move crawled down the road to Major BRUSH and his party, but several could not.  Twenty-four-

year-old Second 72963 Lieutenant Edward Arthur BIRD ran across the road, which was swept by 

machine gun fire and climbed into the driver’s seat.  BIRD tried to restart the lorry but, before he 

could do so, he was shot in the head.  BIRD got out of the lorry and staggered back to Major BRUSH.  

Gravely wounded, Edward BIRD died about half an hour later.  Despite the circumstances of his 

death, his body was never recovered, so he is commemorated on Column 130 of the Dunkirk 

Memorial.  BIRD was married and came from Hoylake in Cheshire.  Major BRUSH was very moved 

by this young officer’s devotion and self-sacrifice.  He and the other men managed to reach the now 

burning lorry and drag the severely wounded to safety.  Corporal LANE also managed to escape. 

 

Major BRUSH decided to abandon any attempt to reach the original company area, as he was left 

with only a few unwounded men from 5 Platoon.  ‘A’ Company of 1st Bn. The Rifle Brigade was still 

relatively intact, in spite of suffering many casualties, and it was not fighting the enemy on three 

sides of its position. 

 

One of those killed here at the roadblock formed to protect the rear of the Company Headquarters 

was thirty-three-year-old 6792048 Platoon Serjeant Major (Warrant Officer Class III) Richard 

Alington Vernon JOHNSTON.  His body was never identified, so like many others who lost their lives 

at Calais, he is commemorated on Column 130 of the Dunkirk Memorial. 
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Small detachments continued to defend houses in this area, after being surrounded, and P.S.M. 

STEVENS (16 Platoon) with some sixteen men from ‘C’ and ‘I’ Companies, fought on until all their 

ammunition was exhausted.  They then hid in the houses around their positions for another 

fourteen days before starvation forced them to surrender. 

 

Major ALLAN had a major problem in holding his positions, the loss of which would completely 

isolate the 2nd K.R.R.C. and Brigade Headquarters.  ALLAN ordered HAMILTON-RUSSELL to hold the 

roadblock on the Quai de la Loire at all costs.  Some soldiers from the Royal Artillery under the 

command of Second Lieutenant HAWKESWORTH were stationed to the right of HAMILTON-

RUSSELL’s positions.  Some troops from the Rifle Brigade and Q.V.R. occupied the roof and upper 

floors of the Cellulose Factory alongside the harbour.  ALLAN also sent Second Lieutenant ROLT 

across the Pont Vetillard over the Bassin Carnot with some Bren gun carriers to investigate some 

reports that German tanks have overrun the 2nd K.R.R.C. 

 

The 2nd Bn. K.R.R.C. were still holding on – just.  No soldier had any chance to have a drink or anything 

to eat.  It was hot, and the only redeeming facet was that some French wine was found, which the 

soldiers drank, although not to the point of becoming drunk.  The smell of cordite hung in the air, 

adding to the acrid smoke from the many fire now burning in and around Calais. 

 

Late in the afternoon, ‘C’ Company were told that they would have to fight their own battle, as relief 

was not possible, and all the British troops were tired and worn down.  They decided to hold their 

position, and P.S.M. SIMPSON managed to get the mortar back in action again.  At 17.00 hours, 

Lieutenant PARDOE was ordered to launch a counter-attack against a reported large group of 

German soldiers making their way along the beach.  The carriers became stuck on a bank, and they 

were spotted by the Germans, who poured mortar fire onto the stranded carriers.  The counter-

attack stalled, but the Riflemen held the edge of the beach, and the German advance halted.   

 

ROLT soon returned to explain the reports were incorrect and that the 2nd K.R.R.C. were still holding 

their positions.  At about 18.30 hours, another heavy artillery bombardment started.  This time, 

some shells landed on the II Battalion, 69th Infanterie Regiment, causing the Germans several 

casualties.  At 19.00 hours, German tanks led another assault on all three bridges into old Calais 

town.  At the Pont Faidherbe at the end of the Canal de Calais, three German tanks crossed the 

bridge and forced the roadblock.  The British could not blow up the bridges as there were few Royal 

Engineers in Calais and no suitable explosives.  The first tank was put out of action after forcing the 

roadblock, the second was hit and stopped and the third withdrew back across the bridge.  A saloon 

car that accompanied them was also destroyed.  Sadly, during this action, the second-in-command 

of the 2nd K.R.R.C., 333 Major Oswald Segar OWEN was killed.  Aged forty years, Major OWEN was 

actually named Oswald SEGAR-OWEN, but changed his name whilst serving in the Army, although 

to his fellow officers he was known as ‘Puffin’.  He is commemorated on Column 117 of the Dunkirk 

Memorial, as he has no known grave. 
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In the evening, for the 2nd K.R.R.C. the situation was quieter than in other sectors.  At the middle 

bridge, the Pont Georges Cinq, the leading tank blew up on a mine.  Despite heavy fire directed at 

the defenders, the 2nd K.R.R.C. held on to the bridge.  At the western most bridge, the Pont Freycinet, 

a tank and some infantry succeeded in crossing the bridge.  A counter-attack by the 2nd K.R.R.C. 

drove the tank back, but some German infantry remained in houses on the British side of the canal. 

 

Captain COURTICE took his remaining platoon of Royal Marines from the Citadel to the harbour.  

The platoon split up under fire, with Captain COURTICE, Lieutenant David HUNTER, two sergeants, 

one corporal and seventeen marines making it across to the harbour.  The other platoon, 1 Platoon 

under the command of Lieutenant H. G. BRUCE was dug in at the railway line with their backs to the 

Bassin des Chasses. 

 

By dusk on 25 May, the British defenders were exhausted.  Lieutenant Colonel MILLER described his 

battalion, the 2nd K.R.R.C., were: ‘Cheerful but done’.  Major ALLAN described the Rifle Brigade 

battalion as: ‘far from happy’.  The 2nd K.R.R.C. had no alternative but to keep holding the bridges, 

they had nowhere else to go to.  The 1st Rifle Brigade were able to shorten their line slightly.  The 

orders were issued at 20.30 hours, with the Q.V.R. and Rifle Brigade troops on the eastern side of 

Calais withdrawing behind the Cellulose Factory. 

 

The 1st Bn. The Rifle Brigade had fought a confusing battle all afternoon and into the evening.  A 

young Despatch Rider reported to Major ALLAN that the Commanding Officer had been killed, and 

Major BRUSH and Captain ACTON had been blown to bits.  Major ALLAN reported to the Brigade 

Headquarters that he had assumed command of the battalion, but later he became aware that 

Major HAMILTON-RUSSELL, and Major BRUSH were still alive, and each had assumed that they were 

the only senior officer left in the battalion, as each had received reports of the demise of the others. 

 

At about 16.30 hours, the bombardment of Calais intensified, and enemy tanks were reported to 

have broken in to the positions held by the 30th Infantry Brigade.  Major HAMILTON-RUSSELL devised 

a scheme to withdraw ‘A’ Company, with elements of the Q.V.R. and ‘C’ and ‘I’ Companies behind 

the Cellulose factory.  Major ALLAN agreed this plan, and he left Major HAMILTON-RUSSELL to get 

on with it, while he concentrated on the situation at the junction between the 2nd K.R.R.C. and the 

1st Rifle Brigade.  Major KNOLLYS had moved further east in the sand dunes, and he continued to 

engage the enemy before being surrounded and overwhelmed on the Sunday morning. 

 

During the late afternoon, or early evening, two platoons of ‘B’ Company were overwhelmed by 

enemy tanks while attempting a flanking movement to retake a bridge at the junction of the front 

line between ‘A’ and ‘I’ Company.  During this fighting, the officer commanding 6 Platoon, twenty-

nine-year-old 58854 Lieutenant William Mark WELCH lost his life in unknown circumstances.  He 

was the son of William Alfred WELCH, and his wife Jessie Isabella WELCH (nee MARK) of Brisbane, 

Queensland, Australia, and he was the nephew of Maud MARK also of Brisbane.  Lieutenant WELCH 

is buried in Plot M, Grave 5 of the Calais Southern Cemetery. 
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At about 17.00 hours, Major ALLAN from the 1st Rifle Brigade managed to speak with Lieutenant 

Colonel MILLER from the 2nd K.R.R.C., having failed to make contact with the Brigade Headquarters.  

This was about the time that German aircraft began dropping leaflets on the British troops offering 

them the chance to surrender by 19.00 hours to avoid further bloodshed.  By now, one of the main 

factors affecting the troops was the lack of drinking water.  The weather was hot, and the dust and 

the grime of the battle had made the soldiers thirsty.  Some wells were found and used to supply 

the British troops with some water, which had to be carried some distance to the positions in the 

sand dunes where there was no drinkable water. 

 

Lieutenant Colonel KELLER was faced with a situation where his few remaining tanks were unable 

to operate.  He ordered Second Lieutenant MUNDY to get the tanks to the beach and to try to 

contact the French at Gravelines.  KELLER was unclear about the command structure in the 1st Rifle 

Brigade.  He believed that HOSKYNS was dead, and unaware that ALLAN was now in command.  He 

ordered the remaining tanks and personnel from the 3rd R.T.R. to withdraw to the beach and then 

make their way to Gravelines.  He also ordered the wounded from the Rifle Brigade and Q.V.R. to 

be evacuated from the Regimental Aid Post under Bastion 1.  Ambulances and lorries collected the 

wounded, but two lorries were hit, and their occupants killed.  A tank escorted the wounded along 

the beach towards Dunkirk, however, they were soon captured. 

 

KELLER boarded a light tank and started off towards Dunkirk.  He saw that German motorcyclists 

were rounding up the British and German soldiers along the beach.  Just then, his tank broke down.  

KELLER found himself alone apart from one of his squadron commanders, Major SIMPSON.  They 

passed three of their tanks in the sea, equipment smashed and out of petrol.  KELLER and SIMPSON 

then met up with four of their soldiers.  All six tried to cross the River Aa, but the current was too 

strong.  KELLER and SIMPSON did make it across, exhausted and cold.  They reached Gravelines, 

where the French detained them and sent them to Dunkirk, from where they managed to reach 

England safely. 

 

As the evening came, both sides in the battle were exhausted so the Germans drew back to take 

stock.  From their perspective, 25 May had been a disappointing day.  Even though they had 

bombarded the town under Allied control, and then launched three concerted attacks into the Old 

Town, they had made little progress.  The German troops had faced determined and tenacious 

defenders, possibly the most severe test the division had faced to that date.  The two infantry rifle 

regiments that had endured most of the fighting were tired, and they had suffered many casualties.  

Their attacks had simply ground to a halt. 

 

The German commanders had a major conference that evening.  Some voiced concerns that their 

troops needed a day to recover and that they could not stage another attack until 27 May.  

Lieutenant General SCHAAL decided otherwise.  He quite rightly assessed that the defenders must 

also be tired, and that he could not allow them any time to reorganise or be reinforced.  The Allies 

were exhausted and to a degree disorganised.  They had been driven back into the inner perimeter.  
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At 19.00 hours, a message was sent from Calais that stated, ‘Rifle Brigade driven to quay.  All 

available bombing and shelling required to support us.  Given one hour to surrender but fighting on.’ 

 

In the last message of the evening, Major ALLAN reported ‘Citadel a shambles STOP Brigadier’s fate 

unknown STOP Rifle Brigade casualties may be 60 per cent STOP Being heavily shelled and flanked 

but attempting counter-attack STOP am attempting contact with 60th fighting in the town STOP Are 

you sending ships STOP Quay still intact in spite of very severe bombardment.’  This is the last 

message sent in code, as the code books were destroyed soon afterwards. 

 

As 25 May drew to a close, the defenders took stock themselves.  The wind grew stronger, fanning 

the flames and sending smoke across the town.  The narrow streets of the Old Town were blocked 

by rubble, making movement very difficult.  Ammunition and food were low, but the worst problem 

was the lack of drinking water as the town’s mains had been destroyed. 

 

Lieutenant Colonel MILLER went out to visit all his companies in the 2nd K.R.R.C..  What he found led 

him to the conclusion that they were unlikely to withstand another day’s assault.  At Bastion 11, he 

found an example of the Allied cooperation demanded by the War Office.  A small group of French 

soldiers and sailors under command of Captaine de la BLANCHARDIERE were holding this Bastion 

with a group of soldiers from the 2nd K.R.R.C. under Captain RADCLIFFE.  They had repelled all 

attempts to capture the Bastion with vigour and fierce resistance. 

 

At Bastion 12, the bombardment had been so severe that the position had become untenable.  De 

LAMBERTYE reluctantly decided to order the French troops to retire from the Bastion.  MILLER found 

a gap in his defences, so ordered twenty-eight-year-old 50963 Captain Edward Charles STANTON to 

take two platoons to plug the gap.  Shortly after leading his small force forwards, STANTON was hit 

twice in the body and severely injured.  He managed to return to MILLER’s headquarters, but there 

he collapsed and died.  Despite dying under these circumstances, the location of his body remains 

unknown, so he is commemorated on Column 117 of the Dunkirk Memorial. 

 

‘A’ Company under Major TROTTER was now defending the streets leading to the Citadel.  TROTTER 

himself led the company, even though he had been wounded earlier in the battle. 
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At 23.30 hours, Brigadier NICHOLSON managed to extract himself from the Citadel and made his 

way across the town to the Gare Maritime.  At last, he was able to speak with Major ALLAN.  He 

stated he was ‘highly pleased and satisfied’ with the manner in which the Rifle Brigade had fought 

that day.  ALLAN explained where the troops were now located and his plans for the morning.  

Severely depleted, his battalion now comprised: 

• ‘A’ Company – Captain PEEL (three officers and eighty men), 

• ‘B’ Company – Major HAMILTON-RUSSELL (two officers and forty men), 

• ‘C’ Company – Major KNOLLYS (one officer and twenty men), 

• ‘I’ Company – Major BRUSH (two officers and thirty men), 

• H.Q. Company – Captain COGHILL (four officers and eighty men), 

• Reinforcement Section – Captain GORDON-DUFF (two officers and forty men drawn from 

spare drivers and other troops). 

 

Major ALLAN himself commanded a mixed force of about four officers and two-hundred men; 

survivors from the Q.V.R., searchlight and anti-aircraft units that had fought in this sector.  For the 

senior officers, it was a gradual case of sorting out the events of the day, and also making plans for 

the inevitable assault the next.  It must be remembered that radio communication between 

platoons and companies was non-existent, with reliance being placed on telephone lines and 

runners.  For example, the location of ‘C’ Company was unknown, other than a rough idea of where 

they should have been.  In fact, they were still holding on with the Germans only two-hundred feet 

in front of them. 

 

 


